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How many bubbles?

Breath

Wiggle fingers and toes, "bubble
my dancers wish?"

gum, bubble

gum in a dish, how many bubbles

(blows)

do

POP: count bubbles
Tactile
clock struck
clock struck
clock struck
clock struck

Squeeze

Hickory, dickory, dock,
one, the mouse squeezed down.
TAP:
Hickory, dickory, dock,
two, the mouse cried "Whewwww"
CLAPPED:
Hickory, dickory dock,
three, the mouse cried, weeeee
BRUSHED: Hickory, dickory, dock,
four, No more

Core/Distal

the mouse squeezed
the mouse tapped
the mouse, clapped

up the clock, the
up the clock, the
up the clock, the

the mouse brushed up the clock, the

Twinkle, twinkle, little star

Peanut butter press on feet, tap in raisions, pat on ba no nos, smooth on honey,
Head/Tail
We bounce, and bounce and bounce like a ball, we bounce
right over and stretch up tall. Hands in our lap, our nose to the wall, reach for
our toes, get tiny and small
Repeat, legs stretched out
Upper/Lower
We shake our hands up high, we shake them way down low,
we shake them above and we shake them below. We shake them to the right,
and we shake them to the left, we shake them all around and we shake with all
our might.
With legs and kicking.

Body halves

One two, buckle my shoe; Whoop/whooos

Cross Lateral
Hot cross buns, (Hand to opposite foot slowly)
hot cross buns, (Hand to opposite foot slowly)
One a penny, two a penny, {Hand
to opposite knee, repeat quickly}

Hot cross buns (Hand to opposite foot slowly)
Vestibular
Humpty, Dumpty sat on a wall crossed legs, arm stretch
Second time: tummy fal/, DID put humpty together again.
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some patterns are based on the Bartenieff Fundamentals
p. 44
Dance Education. Reston, VA: National Dance Association, 2006. ISBN 0-3-88314-766-1

Benefits of Each Pattern of BrainDance©
Gilbert, Anne Green. Brain-Compatible

Breath: Deep breathing is essential for a fully functioning brain and body. The brain consumes one-fifth of the body's
oxygen. All movements and rhythms are based on breath.

Tactile: A variety of touch leads to bonding, sensory integration, proprioception (knowing where the body is in space) and
appropriate behavior.

Core-Distal: Reaching out with distal ends (fingers, toes, head and tail) connects us to the world beyond ourselves
(interpersonal intelligence) and creates full extension. Curling back to the core (pelvis and trunk) returns us to our own self
(intrapersonal intelligence) and creates an awareness of core support for correct alignment and a sense of aliveness.

Head-Tail: Being aware of the interactive relationship between the head and tail (pelvis leads to a full use of both ends of
our spine for propelling us through space with ease, both on and off balance. Release of the head and tail creates an open
path for our central nervous system to fully function. This pattern also strengthens back, neck and shoulder muscles used
in sitting, writing and focusing on book, screen or blackboard.

Upper-Lower: Grounding the lower half, by yielding the weight of the body into earth, allows the upper half to reach into
space and relate with people. Grounding the upper half allows the lower to shift weight and travel through space toward
someone or away from danger. Grounding and articulating body halves encourages emotional stability. We learn to reach
for goals and set boundaries.
Body-Side: Grounding the right side allows the left side to be fully expressive and vice versa. Right or left dominance is
felt; left and right brain hemispheres are strengthened.
reading.

Body-side movements develop horizontal eye tracking necessary for

Cross Lateral: Connecting body parts from opposite quadrants creates complex, three-dimensional movements such as
spirals. Crossing the midline of the body connects both sides of the brain through the corpus collosum, which is essential
for developing higher thinking skills. Cross-lateral movements develop vertical eye tracking necessary for reading.

Vestibular: Moving off balance develops the balance or Vestibular System. Stimulating the Vestibular System
strengthens eye tracking, hearing, proprioception, balance, and coordination.
"The BrainDance © is an excellent full body-brain exercise based on developmental movement patterns that healthy human beings naturally move
through in the first year of life. These movements integrate the primary reflexes that are the foundation for healthy brain development. The
movements develop our whole brain (brain stem, mid-brainllimbic system, and cortex). As babies, we did these brain-developing movements on the
floor. As children and adults, we continue to review these patterns in a variety of ways to keep our brains and bodies strong. Cycling through these
patterns daily or weekly may also fill in missing gaps in our sensory-motor system due to birth trauma, lack of floor time as an infant, or illness or
head injury as a child or adult.
Current brain research has proven that exercise:
Improves cognition and delays dementia by increasing the protein in our brain cells
Reduces depression by increasing the flow of serotonin and dopamine (feel good chemicals)
Maintains flexibility through the release of synovial fluid in our joints
Develops core strength
Reduces fatigue and stress
Increases attention and focus
The BrainDance © is exercise "plus" because along with the benefits listed above the movements replicate the neurodevelopmental patterns that
wired the central nervous system in our first twelve months. These movements lay the foundation for sensory-motor development and life long
learning. The BrainDance © is a supportive exercise that keeps the brain and body strong and healthy throughout one's lifetime.· Anne Green
Gilbert
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